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".,.We should remember that Peace bath her vic-
tories no less renowned than War. What the
Fleet has done for the safety of these shores,
the greatness of this Empire, and for Freedom
throughout the world is 000n knowledge; but
we are sometimes apt to forget how much it has
done in the unwarlike, yet most dangerous work
of exploration, of wresting from Nature her
Jealous secrets."

These words were spoken by the Right Honor-
able A. T. Balfour in 1916 at the unveiling of
the statue of Captain Robert F. Scott in London
and are quoted by Herbert Ponting in The Great
White South. Ponting then continues in his own
words:

"To wrest from Nature her jealous secrets
was the motive for Captain Scott's journey to
the South Pole - a kindred aspiration to that
which urges the ever deeper researches of the
scientist into the products of the earth, the
elements and the mysteries of the universe.
Scientist and explorer alike, their one great
end in view is to benefit humanity by adding to
our sum of knowledge. What greater aim in life
than this?"
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The Bulletin wishes to thank Dr. Wexler and Mr. Rubin
for their article, which begins on page 2.

Material for other sections of this issue was drawn
from radio messages, news releases of the Department of
Defense and the National Science Foundation, and informa-
tion provided by the Department of State, the National
Academy of Sciences, Stanford University, and the U.. S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica.

The picture on page 10 is an official U. S. Navy
photograph.

This issue of the Bulletin covers no activities or
events after 12 December 1960.

The Bulletin of the United States Antarctic Projects
Officer is published monthly, except July and August. All
inquiries should be directed to the United States Antarctic
Projects Officer, 718 Jackson Place, N. W., Washington 25,
D. C. Telephone: STerling 3-0860, Extension 3796.

The issuance of this publication was approved by the
Secretary of the Navy on 19 April 1960.
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The original of the above sketch was produced by an unknown
artist in the bridge gang of the USCGC NORTIIIND during the now-
disastrous operations off Cape Hallett in DIP FREEZE II, and pasted
to the cover of the log maintained by the Ship Group staff, then on
board NOTHWIND. This log moved with the staff to GLACIER for the
cruise to the Windmill Islands and establisimient of Wilkes Station
and in it were recorded the two abortive attempts to penetrate the
pack, first on a course south towards Cape Folger, and then at about
106°E, and the final suooessful effort along "Highway 109" • The same
logbook was used the following year during the resupply of Wilkes by
BURTON ISLAND and ATKA and included the visit to Mirnyy by the former,
but before STATEN ISlAND's cruise to Wilkes in DEEP FREEZE IV to turn
over custody of the station to Australia, it had mysteriously disap-.
peered.

Meanwhile this cover illustration, expressing as it did a sen-
timent not unoaon at times in the Deep South, became popular with
souvenir hunters, and twice was lifted from the logbook, to be re-
covered through smart detective work by the Boatswain's Mate of the
Iatoh. It was also reproduced, and at least one copy has survived to
e in turn reproduced above.

Since the logbook to which the original was attached oontains a
kialuable record of two years' ice conditions in the Windm ill Islands
9rea, if any readers can provide a clue as to its whereabouts, it
would be most welcome.



SOME REMARKS ON ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGY

by H. Wexler and U. T. Rubin
U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

The meteorological data from Antarctica obtained during the International
Geophysical Year have made possible for the first time a description of the
climate and the large-scale atmospheric circulation in that region.

In the winter season, as temperatures grow colder because of the loss of
radiative heat to space, there is a significant increase in the cirotinpolar
circulation at all levels in the troposphere and stratosphere. However, there
is sufficient influx of marine air in most of layer from just above the sur-
face to the stratosphere to keep temperatures from dropping more than about
10°C lower than summer. The surface air does get much colder and tends to
flow out and down, due to gravity and pressure gradient forces. The coastal
stations feel this effect most markedly, but the South Pole Station also has
prevailing winds from the higher plateau of East Antarctica. The major tem-
perature drop is accomplished by the time the sun has left. There are wide
variations in monthly mean temperature observed at every station during the
course of one winter (e.g. more than 6°C at South Pole), so that a month in
mid-winter may be warmer than a preceding month. There are also extremely
large year-to-year changes in temperature at each station for the same month
(e.g. August 1958, 13°C colder than August 1957 at Byrd Station). These
variations reflect changing circulation patterns as the atmosphere attempts
to adjust itself to the large radiative heat loss which, for the year as a
whole over all of Antarctica, is about 13 x lO° calories or the equivalent of
2000 times the United States electrical energy production at the rate in 1957

If there is to be a balanced energy budget over Antarctica, this must be
accomplished by a compensating flow of energy from other sources, principally
wind transport of heat and water vapor from lower latitudes. In general, the
annual temperatures follow the expected decrease with increased latitude and
altitude (see Figure One). However, the lowest temperature is not found at
the geographic South Pole, 2800 meters above sea level, whose annual temper-
ature is -51°C or 5°C higher than that observed over other portions of the
Antarctic plateau whose elevations are 500 or 600 meters higher. Differences
of as much as 6°C exist at the same latitude in West Antarctica, which cannot
be explained by differences in elevation alone, emphasize the importance of
non-radiative processes caused by warmer or colder winds and vertical air
motions. Annual variation of monthly mean temperature is about 40°C on the
plateau and 20°C on the coast.

Basically, wind and weather result from the atmosphere ceaselessly
striving to equalize the unequal distribution of solar radiation over the
earth. Since ninety-five percent of Antarctica is a snow surface with an
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is near zero or slightly negative. As the sun lowers, the radiation balance
becomes more negative and the temperature falls. In the winter night, the
clouds are generally warmer than the surface and serve as black-body radiators
to cause sudden and large rises in temperature of the surface sand air layer
above.

The difference in radiative properties of the snow and the atmosphere
causes the characteristic polar temperature inversion (increase in temperature
with height above the surface). On the high plateau, because the loss of
radiation to space through the thin dry atmosphere is very large, inversions
of 30°C in the bottom thousand meters are often observed. Coastal inversions
are less marked, and in the simnertime the inversions everywhere are greatly
weakened or even disappear at times because of solar heating. Strong winds
during any season of the year tend to weaken or break down the inversions, and
particularly the characteristic of the downslope (1tabatio) winds in winter.

In the stratosphere the temperature falls quite regularly as the sun low-
ers and vanishes, the minimum being reached near the end of the polar night,
with no sharp leveling-off near sunset such as is found in the troposphere,
thus causing a progressively stronger cyclonic vortex centered near the Pole.
The strength of this circulation appears to give it a certain stability in
time so that it is not subject to large perturbations, whereas the tropo-
spberto circulation breaks down in meanders which vary both in time and in the
position of the major trough and ridge patterns. The differential cooling
with height between the stratosphere and the troposphere causes the winter-
time weakening and even sporadic disappearance of the tropopause so well marked
during the sertime • In early spring, as the sun returns., there is an almost
"explosive" warming in the stratosphere. Temperatures at 18 kilometers (50 nib)
above sea level at the South Pole rise quite rapidly in late September and Oct-
ober, from -90°C to -30°C or -20°C. Each of the spring warnings during four
years of record has shown individual characteristics. The spring warming un-
doubtedly is due to solar heating, but the state of the circulation at that time
then determines whether the highest temperatures will occur early in the spring
or later, after the time of the ser solstice. The phenomenon is related to
a still unassessed combination of solar heating, circulation, and dynamic ef-
foots as the polar cyclone moves from the Wilkes Land region to the Weddell Sea,
the winter night jet stream is displaced from its "normal" position near the
Antarctic opast and a weak anticyolone does or does not replace the strong win-
ter cyclone.

Another feature of interest is connected with ozone. Although in winter.
there is no sunlight to bring about the photoohemioal formation of ozone, there
does appear to be a maximum of surface ozone and total ozone during that season.
This must be the result of transport into the area, rather than local formation.
One hypothesis suggests that the ozone may be brought in at levels below the
tropopause from lower latitudes, since the stratosphere tends to have a zonal
rather than a meridional circulation in wintertime • A study of winds and sur-
face ozone concentrations at Little America indicates that winds from the south
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are ozone-bearing winds, which means that there probably is downward motion of
the ozone and air from below the tropopause to the surface.

Large cyclonic storms which move from the southern oceans affect the coast
and even move across West Antarctica, but only infrequently influence the high
plateau of East Antarctica - they thus keep the Antarctic atmosphere "well ven-
tilated" • The influx of marine beat and moisture prevents the temperature over
Antarctica from falling as rapidly and as much as it would otherwise in winter,
and over the year bring in at least 7 centimeters of preoipitable water, or
about 20 centimeters of snow, as an average over Antarctica.

The mass budget of Antarctic snow and ice includes the net inward flow of
water vapor across the Antarctic coast and what is deposited as snow or hoar-
frost on the one hand, and the net outflow across the coast in terms of blow-
ing snow, calving of icebergs and melting of the bottom of the extensive ice
shelves, on the other hand. Evaporation, melting and run-off probably are
insignificant.

The heat and water budget of Antarctica is very intimately related to
oceanographic and sea ice conditions. In winter, as the sea ice forms and ex-
tends hundreds of miles beyond the coast, the continent is effectively extended
northward over many millions of square miles of open ocean. This means that
the compensating flow of air from the north of Antarctica becomes colder as
winter goes on; this causes the year's lowest temperatures at various places to
occur ordinarily in late winter, just before the return of the sun.

1961 METEOROLOGY PROGRAMS

The following programs have been funded by National Science Foundation
grants for operation in the 1961 Antarctic Research Program.

ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

Synoptic meteorological programs, under the auspices of the U. S. Weather
Bureau, will be continued at Pole, Byrd, Hallett, Ellsworth, and Wilkes Sta-
tions, The programs at each of the stations will include standard surface ob-
servations, upper-air soundings, and surface radiation measurements. In addi-
tion, upper-air radiation measurements will be made at Pole, Byrd, and Hallett,
as well as total and surface ozone determinations and airborne radioactivity
measurements, which will be made at the Pole Station.

These studies will contribute not only to the knowledge of the air circu-
lation of the Antarctic continent and the southern hemisphere, but also to the

7
derstanding of energy exchange and balance, vertical energy transport, radia-
on, and chemical composition of the atmosphere.
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ABUNDANCE OF CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE ATMOSPHERE IN ANTARCTICA

This Scripps Institution of Oceanography program, a continuation of work
initiated during the IGY, will make studies at the Pole Station that will aid
in the understanding of the mechanisms of CO3. chemistry and COt exchange on
earth. The program will work with the isotopic ratio and on the CO& concen-
tration of Antarctic ice and snow.

ATMOSPHERIC-OCEANIC-GIACIOLOQIC INTERACTION
IN AN ANTARCTIC INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAM

This project, to be conducted by the U. S. Weather Bureau, provides for
the analysis, description, and correlation of the physical properties of the
atmosphere, ocean and ice in and around Antarctica. Emphasis will be placed
upon the study of the heat and water budget of the system. Flow patterns,
physical properties, and other processes will also be examined.

The study will consider the significant features of the Antarctic Circum-
polar Current, the zones of convergence and divergence and the sea-ice distri-
bution. Net radiation regimes will be determined and their relation to the
heat budget will be assessed.

INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC ANALYSIS CENTER, UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION

The Antarctic Analysis Center, located at Melbourne, Australia, serves as
a laboratory for the analysis and investigation of weather processes in the
southern hemisphere south of the 30th parallel. The Center's primary task is
to compile reliable surface and higher-level, constant-pressure, oirounpolar
charts.

These studies oontribute to the understanding of the properties and motions
of the atmosphere and help in distinguishing the purely "planetary" aspects of
atmospheric circulation.Bipolar comparison is made of circulation patterns and
weather processes as well as of the transports of energy, momentum, water vapor,
and the jet stream.

STUDY OF THE VERTICAL PROFILE OF WATER VAPOR IN THE ANTARCTIC

This U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories program will study the
vertical distribution of water vapor above, the Antarctic continent. Through
this study will be gained a better understanding of not only this phenomenon,
but also of the heat and water budget, of the Antarctic ice cap. The data
gathered vin be correlated with similar measurements from the northern
hemisphere.
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NAVY METEOROLOGICAL PROGRAM

In addition to the research program studies listed above, the meteorolo-
gical organization of Task Force Forty-Three collects, evaluates, and dis-
seminates weather data for support of its operational units.

A Navy unit at N&F, McMurdo Sound, is a center in the network of Antarc-
tic observatories. Naval personnel staff this unit in its entirety and supply
aerographer mates for the program conducted at Hallett Station. Units are lo-
cated at NAAF Beardmore, NA.AF Little Rockford, and at Christchurch during the
summer support season. The four icebreakers and the picket ship also carry out
meteorological studies.

The shore-based units make twice-daily upper air, pibal or rawinsonde,
soundings, three-hourly synoptic observations, make hourly surface observations
and maintain daily statistical summaries. Shipboard units maintain similar
programs when operating below 50° south latitude.

Special observational programs include ice observations and the use of
automatic weather stations. The former includes a detailed account of sea ice
conditions as observed on aircraft flights and during ship operations. The
latter provides for the use of three sled-type and three grasshopper-type sta-
tions which will record and report automatically at regular intervals.

U • S. SCIENTISTS BEGIN COOPERATIVE RESEARCHPROGRAM WITH CHILE

The National Science Foundation has announced the initiation of a cooper-
ative program of Antarctic research to be supported by the Chilean and American
goverunents. The United States will help Chile establish a geomagnetic obser-
vatory at Presidente Gabriel Gonzalez Videla Station, while Chile will provide
logistical support to United States parties operating in the Palmer Peninsula
area.

The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey will provide magnetic observing equip-
ment to supplement materials provided by Chile • John 0 • Annexstad of the Survey
will train Chilean personnel in the operation of the equipment and aid in the
establislinent of the station.

Geologists Martin Halpern and David A. Link of the University of Wisconsin,
working under Dr. Robert H. Dott, Jr., will conduct the initial surveys in the
program, 'tStratigraphio and Tectonic Relationships of Western Antarctica and
Lower Palmer Peninsula to the Andean Mobile Belt." Robert E. Leech and Thomas
S. Leech, under a grant to the Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu (Dr. T.

Linsley Grossitt, principal investigator) will make "Studies of Air-borne Or-
ganisms in the Antarctic Area." These scientists will receive transportation
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and support from the Chilean expedition. The parties will work near the var-
ious Chilean stations, ixe& ning as isny areas as logistics and weather will
p.rit,v At the end of the season they may board USS GlACIER (AGB- .4) 9 which is
.xpeoted to sail at Vid.ls following the Amundsen Sea Exp.diflon,

STAFF NOTES

On 1 December Herbert W. Whitney, Operations Develoent Consultant to the
U. 8o, Antarctic Projects Officer, was called to active duty as Captain, Civil
Enginering Corps, U. S. Naval Reserve, Captain Whitney reported to the Com-
mander, U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, for temporary duty at NM',
oNurdo Bomd, B. will act as projects officer in the preliminary stages of

the sit d.v.loiment for the nuclear reactor.

Lieutenant Commander Melba R. Parks, USN, reported on 12 October to re-
lieve Lieutenant Commander Ruth M. Streeter, USN, as Administrative Officer.
LDR Parks reported to the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer from the Naval
Ccamnunioations Station, Guam. She is an 18.-year veteran of the Navy and will
be serving her fourth tour in the D. C • area. A graduate of the Florida State
College for Women, WDR Parks has served most of her naval tours in communi-
cations and administrative billets.

LCDR. Streeter is a graduate of the University of California (Berkeley)
and has served 16 years in personnel and administrative positions. Detached
on 10 December, she will report for her first tour overseas to the Ccxmiander,
Allied Forces Southern Europe, at Naples, Italy,

Dr. Henry M. Dater, Historian, has begun his tour as observer with the
Argentine Antarctic Expedition (see page i.i).

OBSERVER REPORTS

The U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer has published for limited distri-
bution the reports of Dr. Andrew C. Bogdanoviob, observer with the 1959-60
Chilean Antarctic Expedition; Rear Admiral Stevan Mandarich, USN, (Rot), ob-
server with the 1959-60 Norwegian-Union of South Africa Expedition to SANAE
(Norway) Station; and Mark Sigiemund, 1958-59 observer with the United Kingdom.

The report of the 1959-60 observer with Argentina, Dr. Richard G. Miller,
is in preparation and will be issued in the near future.
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AN ANTARCTIC FISH STORY

In the reports of the British Antarctic ("Terra Nova") Expedition, 1910,
the scientists of Scott's party summarized the conclusions of their intensive
research programs. In his section of the reports, the geologist of the ex-
pedition, Frank Debenhezn, noted the interesting discoveries of deposits of
marine muds containing shells:

"The raised marine beds occur in such positions and so per-
fectly preserved that no pushing action of the toe masses can ex-
plain them.

"Their general appearance and preservation make it probable
that they have risen through the ice. In any ice-sheet where there
is decrease by thaw from above and increase by freezing fran below,
the bottc*n ice must ultimately reach the surface. If the sheet were
occasionally to freeze on the bottom and also to isolate basins of
sea water, both shelly muds and sodium sulphate would become en-
tangled in the ice and would ultimately reach the surface.

"The numerous instances already found (near the Dailey Islands
on the Ferrar Glacier, at Cape Royds, and elsewhere] in South Vic-
toria Land prove that this vertical transport of material by ice
is going on over a wide area and with considerable activity. Al-
though most of the effects are not perpetuated, being on floating
ice, the few cases where the salts and shells are left high and
dry on land provide a problem which is perhaps paralleled by many
of the shelly drifts in other parts of the world, and these may be
susceptible to a like explanation."

(In "Recent and Local Deposits of the McMurdo Sound Region" (British
Antarctic ("Terra Nova") Expedition, 1910; Natural History Report, Geology,
Vol. I, No. 3, p. 79). Deborthem's discussion is more extensively covered in
the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society (London, 1920, Volume 15,
pages 51-76) in an article "A New Mode of Transpdrtation by Ice - the Raised
Marine Muds of South Victoria Land' s and in his book Antarctica: The Story of
a Continent ( London, 1959, Herbert Jenkins, p • 212ff.).

On 14 November 1960, a glaciological party from the University of Michigan,
led by Dr. Charles iN. M. &nithinbank, discovered partially decomposed remains
of several fish near the Dailey Islands. The fish, of the genera uototheniidae,
thO most common group of Antarctic fishes, and numerous deep-water inverte-
brates, including gastropods, braohiopods, and siliceous sponges, were found on
or near the ice surface. Some of the remains were extremely fragile and, in
the case of the glass sponges, were still attached to the rocks that presumably
came with them from the sea floor.

9
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The largest intact fish measured 65 inches in length, and some detached
heads appeared to have ocine frc*n still larger fish. The fish are thus the
largest yet found in the waters of McMurdo Sound and the Ross Sea, and indi-
cate that a well-developed fauna might exist under the permanent ice shelf.
Because the fish, and especially the relatively immobile invertebrate species,
could scarcely have reached the surface alive - the only possible access to
the sea being the intermittent tidal cracks in the toe bordering the nearby
islands - the finding would lend credence to Debenham's hypothesis.

In order to exactly identify the species of the discovered fish and to
determine their approximate age, specimens were sent to the United States for
examination, while bone samples were forwarded to New Zealand for Carbon-14
dating. Should the fish prove to be very old, Debenham's hypothesis will have
received strong support. On the other hand, if the fish are found to have
died only recently,, some other explanation must be found for their presence
on the ice surface so far from the open sea.

Dr. Swithinbank's party consisted of David G. Darby, who actually came
upon the fish, John Tuck, Jr., and Thomas E. Taylor. Dr. Donald E. Wohisohiag
Associate Professor of Biology of Stanford University, visited the site and
made arrangements for collecting the specimenS for study.

[Results of Carbon-14 dating have shown that the fish found
were about 1100 years old.]

-	.z .	4•

Williams Field, NAF oiurdo Sound, during snow removal
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1961 FOREIGN OBSERVER EXCHANGE PROGRAM

The following observers have been selected to accompany the seven listed
foreign Antarctic expeditions. Each of these men had the opportunity prior
to his departure to visit the various government agencies in the Washington,
D. C., area to familiarize himself with the United States' Antarctic program.

ARGENTINA

DR. HENRY M. DATER, historian on the staff of the U. S. Antarctic Projects
Officer, departed the United States on 6 November to join the Argentine Ant-
arctic Expedition. Dr. Dater accompanied Operations DEEP FREEZE III and IV
and has served on the Project Officer's staff since 1956. He is a graduate
of Yale University and received his Doctor of Philosophy degree from Yale in
1936 after study at the University of Lyon and Yale,

His tour with the Argentines will take him to stations on the Palmer
Peninsula and in the Weddell Sea area. He will travel aboard BAHIA AGUIRRE
and GENERAL SAN MARTIN to visit some of the station and hut sites maintained
by Argentina.

AUSTRALIA

The United States observer with the 1960-61 Australian National Antarctic
Research Expedition is JAMES R. HAYS. Mr. Hays, a geographer with the U. S.
Air Force, studied at Potomac State College, West Virginia University, and
George Washington University. After serving on active duty in the Air Force,
he was employed as a civilian geographic analyst.

His twelve-week tour aboard Thala Dan, which will leave Melbourne on 3
January, will carry him to Australia's Davis and Mawson Stations, the Russian
outpost, Mirnyy, and to Enderby Land and the Kerguelen Islands.

BELGIUM

DR. RICHARD B. BLACK(Rear Admiral, USNR, Retired) is a veteran of the
Second Byrd Expedition (1933-35), the United States Antarctic Service Expedi-
tion (1939-41), and Operation DEEP FREEZE I (1955-56). A graduate of the Uni-
versity of North Dakota (1926) (he received an honorary Doctor of Science de-
gree in 1958), he joined the Naval Reserve in 1938 and after duty in World War
II and in Antarctic operations, was retired as Rear Admiral, USNR, in November
1959.

[continued on page 14)
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Dr. Black, now serving as an Operations Research Analyst and Project

Leader with the Office of Naval Research, has seen military and civilian ser-
vice in Korea and in many areas of the Pacific. He, will join the Belgian
party in Capetown and sail aboard Erika Dan to visit Roi Baudoütn and the
Belgian operations in Queen Maud Land,

FRANCE

CAPTAIN WILLIAM W. WATIINS, JR., CMLC, USA, is the Polar Test Officer of
the Army's Polar Enviromiental Test and Research Team. A native of Oneonta,
New York, Captain Watkins received his Bachelor of Science degree from the
Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania in
1953. Since that time he has served with Chemical Corps units, his present
duties stationing him at the U. S. Army Chemical Corps Proving Ground, Dugway,
Utah.

During the 1960 Test Season (June-Ootober) he served with the Test and
Research Team at both Camp Thto and Camp Century in Greenland. His tour with
the French will begin in Hobart, Tasmania, about 21 December. Here he will
board Norsel for a cruise to Dumont D'Urville and the areas of French activi-
ties on the Adelie Coast.

JAPAN

The observer with the Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition is WALTER L.
BOXELL. Mr. Boxell is a Marine Navigation Specialist with the U. S. Navy Hy-
drographic Office. Born in Lynn, Massachusetts, he served in the Merchant
Marine for 18 years. He holds a master mariner's certificate.

Mr. Boxell was a navigation instructor for eight years. He has founded
a school of navigation instruction and has written articles and papers on navi-
gation problems. His duties with the Hydrographic Office have been involved
with problems in both polar regions. He will join the Japanese ship Soya in
Capetown for the trip to Showa Station.

SOUTH AFRICA

LIEUTENANT ROBERT M. O'HAGAN, USCGR, has been named as observer with the
South African National Antarctic Expedition. LT O'Hagan, Assistant Oceanog-
rapher of the International Ice Patrol, received his Bachelor of Arts degree
fran the University of Connecticut, and then continued his studies in oceanog-
raphy and marine geology at the University of Southern California.

LT O'Hagan joined the South African party and the Polarhav in Capetown
early in December. The expedition will relieve and resupply the party at SANAE,
the South African Station in Queen Maud Land.
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UNITED KINGDOM

.JOHN W. FINKLANG, geodesist from the U. S. Air Force Aeronautical Chart
and Information Center, is the 1960-61 observer with the United K.ngdcin. Mr.
Finklang received his Bachelor of Science degree in Mining Engineering from
the Missouri School of Mines in 1952. He has had additional training at the
Institute of Geodesy, Cartography, and Photograrmnetry of the Ohio State'Uni-
versity. He has served with the Army Corps of Engineers and the Army Signal
Corps. His civilian activities have placed him with the Anaconda Mining Com-
pany and the Bureau of Land Management.

He will join the British party aboard Kista Dan in late December and ac-
canpany their five ships on the mission to the nine stations in the Palmer
Peninsula area that are scheduled to be operated during 1961.

1961 SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Under the program of exchange of scientists with the Soviet Union, the
National Academy of Sciences has selected C. STEWART GILU&OR, JR., to join the
1961 winter party at Mirnyy. Mr. Gillinor, a native of Kansas City, is a stu-
dent at Stanford University, where he is studying electrical engineering.

Joining the Russian party at Capetown, he will sail aboard Ob' to Mirnyy,
where he will measure ionospheric absorption of extra terrestrial radiation.
His studies will be conducted in conjunction with the Boulder (Cob.) Labora-
tories of the National Bureau of Standards programs being carried out at other
Antarctic stations.

ANTARCTIC VISITORS

During the summer support season, individuals who have been directly as-
sociated with the United States effort or the international program in Antarc-
tica in some capacity are afforded an opportunity to visit Operation DEEP
FREEZE. Members of the press are also invited to observe the operations under
the auspices of the Office of the Navy Chief of Information. These visitors
and reporters are acquainted with the activities in McMurdo Sound, and if
weather and operations schedules permit, visit inland stations, field parties,
the New Zealand Scott Base, the historic huts, and the Marble Point area. In-
dividuals with special interests are taken on special trips when operational
conditions allow it.

The following lists include those visitors and members of the press who
went to the Antarctic in October and in the first weeks of November. Names of
additional visitors will appear in future issues of the Bulletin.
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VISITORS

Rear Admiral H. A. Karo, USCGS

Chief Ranger, Mt. Cook National
Park (New Zealand)

Combat Artist
Senior Guide, The Hermitage, Mt.

Cook (New Zealand)
Senior Cartographer, American

Geographical Society
Commanding Officer, 63rd Troop

Carrier Wing, MATS
Antarctic Desk, Department of

External Affairs (New Zealand)
Harbor Master, Port Ittelton
Assistant Chief of Staff (Air),

New Zealand
Escort to Congressman 0. C. Fisher
Assistant to the Minister of Ex-

ternal Affairs (New Zealand)
New Zealand rancher
Secretary General, World Meteor-

ological Organization
Representative in Congress, 21st

Congressional District, Texas
Antarctic Staff, Department of

State
Chief Archivist, Technical Records

Division, National Archives
New Zealand Meteorological Service
Bureau of Meteorology (Australia)
Scientific Advisor, U. S. Infor-

mation Agency
Assistant Judge Advocate General

for Military Justice
Representative in Congress, 5th

Congressional District,
South Carolina

Assistant Commandant, U. S. Coast
Guard

Chief, Bureau of Medicine & Surger
New Zealand financier
Head, Office of Special Interna-

tional Programs, National
Science Foundation

Director, U. S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey

Harry H. Ayers

Arthur Beaumont
M. U. Bowie

William Briesemeister

Brigadier General Andrew B. Cannon, USAF

John Carter

Captain Roy Champion
Air Commodore R. T. Cohen, RNZAF

Lieutenant Commander C. G. Conkey, USN
Frank Corner

Guy Dampier- Crossley
A. D. Davies

0. Clark Fisher

Wayne W. Fisher

Herman R. Friis

Dr. T. F. Gabaties
W. J. Gibbs
H. L. Goodwin

Captain M. K. Greenberg, USN

Robert W. Hemphill

Rear Admiral James A. Hirshfield, USCG

Rear Admiral B. W. Hogan, MC, USN
Joseph 38meson
Dr. T. W. Joyce
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Ccriinander Lloyd C. Knowles, USN

Dr. McKenzie Lamb

John B. Lanum

Philip G. Law

Captain Tan Marchington, RNZNR

Captain M. Mason, USAF (Ret.)
P. B. Morrab
Sir Arthur doT. Nevill

Captain D. C. Norton, USN

Leo W. O'Brien

William Radlinski

Captain D. F. Rex, USN

Max Roberts
Rear Admiral G. A. Rosso, CHC, USN

Dr. Duncan Stewart

Captain J. F. Tatcin, USN
Captain Angus Turnbull, RNZN

D. M. Walker

Dr. Fred White

United States Naval Attache to New
Zealand

Director, Farlow Herbarium, liar-
yard University

U. S. Information Service (New
Zealand office)

Director, Antarctic Division, De-
partment of External Affairs,
Australia

National President, New Zealand
Navy League

Allison Aircraft Corporation
State Senator, South Carolina
Director of the Civil Aviation

Administration (New Zealand)
Supply Officer, Construction Bat-

talion Center
Representative in Congress, 30th

Congressional District, New
York

Acting Assistant to the Chief,
Topographic Division, U. S.
Geological Survey

Meteorological Officer, CINCLANTFLT
and SACLA.NTFLT

New Zealand biologist
Chief of Chaplains, U. S. Navy,

and Chairman, Air Force
Chaplains Board

Carleton College, Northfield,
Minnesota

Director, Naval Weather Service
New Zealand Naval Advisor to the

British High Commissioner
Australian Trade Commissioner for

New Zealand
Assistant Program Director for

Atmospherio Sciences, Nat-
ional Science Foundation

MEMBERS OF THE PRESS

Selig Adler	 New York MIRROR
Dexter Alley	 NBC-TV
Robert B. Atwood	 Anchorage TIMES
Jerry E. Bishop	 WALL STREET JOURNAL
Robert Briggs	 St. Louis GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
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Howard L. Bush
Thomas C. Caton
William T. Clew
Robin Clu].ee
Norman Coleman
Don T. 1tisman
Richard Dempewolff
Finn B. Doinass
Laurence Eklund
Volt Gilmore
Harold W. Helfrich, Jr.
James H. Henderson
William Hines
Carl Hodge
Roland Jaoquart

Richard T. Jennings
Blb.ir Justice
Richard S. Lewis
Wadsworth Likely
Leonard B. Lockwood

Ian C. Maokley
Ben Marble
Victor MoElbaney
Ralph S. O'Leary
John A. Onundsen
Walter D. Partner
Fred Poland
George R. Reiss
Fred Rheinstein
Garth Royhouse
Sid Scales
Ralph Segnan
William J. Stevens
Bradford F. Swan
Paul Tresoott

Mack Vincent
Louis H. Wacker
Wallace 0. Westfeldt
Thomas M. Whiteman

Neosho (Missouri) NEOSHO NEWS
Los Angeles HERALD EXPRESS
Worcester (Massachusetts) TELEGRAM
Christchurch PRESS
New Zealand
Gary (Indiana) POST TRIBUNE
POPULAR MECHANICS
ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL
Milwaukee JOURNAL
Free Lance Writer
New Haven (Connecticut) REGISTER
New Zealand Broadcasting Service
Washington STAR
Tucson ARIZONA DAILY STAR
Sublette (Kansas) HASKELL COUNTY

MONITOR-CHIEF
NBC (Monitor)
Fort Worth STAR TELEGRAM
Chicago SUN TIMES
New York HERALD TRIBUNE
Rochester (New York) DEMOCRAT

AND CHRONICLE
Wellington EVENING POST
NBC-TV
Charlotte OBSERVER
Houston POST
New York TIMES
Denver POST
Montreal STAR
Youngstown (Ohio) VINDICATOR
NBC-TV
New Zealand
New Zealand
U. S. Information Agency
SATURDAY EVENING POST
Providence JOURNAL
Philadelphia EVENING AND SUNDAY

BULLETIN
Auckland (New Zealand) STAR
Buffalo (New York) EVENING NEWS
Nashville TENNESSEAN
Latrobe (Pennsylvania) BULLETIN
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THE MONTH ON-THE-ICE

The second month on-the-ice was one of dispersal. Operations had been
delayed by the October weather, and advantage was taken of eery opportunity
to ferry cargo to the inland stations and to carry scientific parties into
the field. The operation was not carried out without delays, for communjca
tions blackouts and unfavorable flying conditions halted activity at various
times throughout the month.

By the middle of December, parties were scattered throughout much of
Western Antarctica, The first ships had reached the ice pack and the three
oversnow traverse parties had begun their long journies.

THE AIRLIFT

The MATS C-124s, far behind in their rigorous schedule because of adverse
weather, began on 2 November a concentrated hauling of cargo from Christchurch
to McMurdo. In the week of near-excellent flying weather which followed, the
Globemasters moved nearly two hundred tons of cargo to the Antarctic,

This activity was halted abruptly when, at 1330Z on 12 November, a pro-
longed radio blackout began. For the next five days, lack of weather informa-
tionkspt the Air Force craft in New Zealand. All ten of the C-124s were
loaded and waiting at the Christchurch Airport for the blackout to end and
until the aerologists could gather and study their data to learn whether favor-
able flight conditions existed on the 2100-mile air route.

On the 18th, after learning that flight conditions were favorable, the
airlift began. On the following day, after two aborted attempts, the Globe-
masters began the constant series of trips. Intermittent blackouts slowed
operations for several days from the 18th to the 24th, but then, the Air Force
crews working steadily, began a continual series of flights.

One week later, at 2217Z on 1 December, the last C-124 arrived in Christ-
church. The mission had been completed. By the end of the Air Force operation,
2544:15 flying hours had moved 2073.88 tons of cargo and 933 passengers.

SUMMARY OF 1960 C-124 OPERATIONS

Christohuroh- McMurdo-	McMurdo-McMurdo- McMurdo
McMurdo -	- Christchuroh Byrd . Pole	Travorset

Sorties
Flights completed
Tons
Passengers
Hours

1172	86
84	84

881.1	103.43
561	372
944:30	959:30

46	21	1
46	21	1
720.92	352.95	15.48
None

4	4
None	None

4
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I Airdrop for MoMurdo-Pole traverse party.
2	29 returned due to bad weather and communications

returned for mechanical reasons.
3	245:30 hours involved in aborted sorties (see note

4	Total flight time on airdrops to all three areas,

blackout; 13

2).
640:25 hours.

To Lieutenant Colonel Foy B. Frost, USAF, and his 9th Troop Carrier
Squadron, Admire]. Tyree expressed his appreciation:

1.. wish to congratulate you and the officers and men of
your ocixznand for the skill and judgment displayed in overcoming -
the difficulties and communications blackouts during an exception-
ally arduous Antarotid operation. Your sincere cooperation and
flexibility in adjusting to changing conditions and requirements

was greatly appreciated.

if my congratulations also to all the task units of
your organization and in particular Lieutenant Colonel Michael C.
ZjkOVj0b, USAF, of the Aerial Port Squadron, and Captain Harold
E. Tuttle, USAF, of the Air Rescue Service Element.

"On the successful completion of your Antarctic operations,
I wish to extend my best wishes and say well done to a can-do
outfit...

VX-6

While Air Force Globemasters were busy ferrying cargo to the ice, VX-6
and her C-130s, P2Vs, R4Ds, and smaller aircraft were busy supporting scien-
tists in the field, making reconnaissance and aerial photo flights and haul-
ing cargo to the inland stations.

After the establishment of a Byrd Station detachment (TU43.2. 6), a regu-
lar schedule of operations was conducted in Marie Byrd Land. The several
aircraft stationed at Byrd made aerial photo flights and supported traverse

and field parties.

As the month progressed, the accomplishments of VX-6 began to grow. By

13 November, Area A-1, the Britannia Range, had been photographed. By the
19th, A-2 (the Queen Alexandra Range) was done. By early December, the P2Vs
bad completed almost forty per cent of their photographic mission.

The C-130s found ample task in hauling cargo. On 24 November, they adde
the new Byrd Station site to their itinerary, and in the several days that fo
loved, logged nearly 70 tons in the first five flights to the new outpost. B
10 December, the first 69 flights of these new aircraft had hauled 590.6 tons
of cargo to seven different locations.
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The R4Ds 9 the mainstay of the Antarotio air fleet, met with misfortune
on several of their missions. After narrowly escaping a crash in deterior-
ating weather in Marie Byrd Land, on 25 November one R4D collapsed a port
landing gear while landing in the central Horlioks with a load of materials
for the Ohio State geological party, and she damaged her propellers. A seoond.
R4D sheared a tail ski while landing supplies for the Ellsworth Highland Tra-
verse party. Both of these aircraft were salvageable and crews were dispatched
to make repairs in the field.

The R4Ds did, however, carry out important missions. Reconnaissance and
support flights were made for each of the traverse parties. The Minnesota
geological party was guided to its Walker Mountain campsite by an R4D flying
from Byrd. The Ohio State party in the Horlicks was moved to their work area
on 11 December . Grasshoppers were carried out to new ice shelf locations.

Otters (uc-1) and helicopters (HuS-].A) were busy supporting parties in
the field near NAP, McMurdo Sound. On 19 November, the University of Michigan
glaciological party, under Dr. Charles Swithinbar]k, was carried to Mulock Gla-
cier. Other flights moved geologists and biologists around the valleys and
glaciers surrounding McMurdo Sound.

FLIGHT TO EIGHTS COAST

On 10 December, VX-6 pilots completed the longest logistics flights ever
'rndertaken in Antarctica. Flying 1315 nautical miles fran NAP, McMurdo Sound
Ito the Walker Mountains (Eights Coast, Bellingshausen Sea), two C-130s and an
h4D (flying from Byrd Station) landed 10,000 pounds of cargo and equipment and
a nine-man University of Minnesota geological party.

The R4D arrived at the site first and its crew and members of the geolo-.
gioe]. party marked out a 3000-foot runway for the four-engine Hercules. On
landing, the Cl3Os were directed to the campsite chosen by Dr. 3. Campbell
Craddock and each was offloaded in about one half-hour. The campsite, which
will be occupied for five or six weeks will serve not only as a base for the
Minnesota party's geological studies but also as the terminus for the Ells-
worth Highland Traverse.

TRAVERSE PARTIES

On 14 November, the first of two University of Wisconsin geophysical tra-
verses departed Byrd Station for the Bellingshausen Sea Coast. The seven-man
party, led by Dr. Charles Bentley, will make a 1200-mile track to the Coast,
carrying out seismic, gravity, altimetric, and glaciological observations.

The McMurdo-South Pole traverse, led by Dr. Albert P. Crary, departed
from McMurdo Sound on 10 December. The eight-man party, delayed by the need
for repairs to vehicles and equipment, was preceded by a three-man team which
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had charted a safe route for the Sno-cats through the crevassed areas of the
Skelton Glacier early in December.

The Navy tractor-train party, under Major Antero Havola, USA, completed
preparations for the tractor-train journey to the South Pole, and on 8 Decem-
ber, accompanied by two scientists, began the 800-mile journey from Byrd
Station toward the Pole.

SHIP OPERATIONS

While the C-124s were fighting weather conditions and communications
blackouts, ships of Task Force 43 which had made their deployment in October,
were steaming across the Pacific.

By the middle of December, the 4 icebreakers had either reached Port
Lyttelton, New Zealand, or had begun the last leg of their voyage, the stormy
trip to McMurdo Sound.

GLACIER arrived in Port Lrttelton on 20 November and after a week in the
New Zealand port, embarked CTG 43.1, Captain Edwin A. McDonald, USN. On 28
November, after loading cargo and passengers, she sailed for McMurdo Sound.
Entering the ice pack on 1 December, she reached McMurdo Sound on the 5th and
began eutting the channel to Hut Point.

STATEN ISLAND sailed directly from the West Coast to Portland, Australia,
where, at the dedication of the new port facilities, thousands of Australians
turned out to visit the Wind-class icebreaker. After 6 days at Portland, she
sailed to Melbourne and then on the 27th, departed for Port Lyttelton. She
made the first of her scheduled oceanographic stations on 11 December and then
entered the ice pack the next day.

The Coast Guard icebreaker, EASTWIND, was diverted en route to Port
Lyttelton and on 26 November relieved WIUiOITE on Ocean Station so that the
picket ship could go to Dunedin to make necessary repairs. EASTWIND's oc-
cupation of the station allowed the intensive operations of the Air Force
C-124s to continue. After WILHOITE's return to her station, EASTWIND headed
for Port Lyttelton. On 9 December, she set sail for the ice.

EDISTO's schedule was considerably delayed when she spent several weeks
at the Naval Station, Rodman, Panama Canal Zone, making repairs to equipment
damaged in a storm in the Atlantic. While in the Canal Zone, her command
changed (see below). She arrived in Port Lyttelton on 12 December.

TOWLE, after 10 days at Davisville, had loaded her cargo (3470 short tons/
7398 measurement tons) and on 22 November began the long voyage to the Antarctic.
The oiler ALATNA sailed on 23 November, in advance of her scheduled departure
date. These two ships were followed by GREENVILLE VICTORY which left New York
for Davisville on 13 December.
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3 December
18 December
8 January

15 January
27 January
5 February

18 February
4 March

10 December
6 January

10 January
20 January
3 February

16 February
25 February

TJSS EDISTO (AGB-2) CHANGES COMMAND

On 14 November, while completing repairs at Rodman Naval Station, Panama
Canal Zone, USS EDISTO (AGB-2) changed command. Commander Bernard G. Fold,
USN, was relieved by Commander Griffith C. Evans, Jr., USNR.

Commander Evans came to EDISTO from his post as Commanding Officer, USS
BURTON ISLAND (AGB-1. In his previous post, he had led BURTON ISLAND in her
successful participation in DEEP FREEZE 60's Bellingshausen Sea Expedition.
A native of Lynn, Massachusetts, CDR Evans entered the Naval Reserve in 1941,
after earning a Bachelor of Arts degree in anthropology from the University of
California (Berkeley). During the war he served aboard and commanded patrol
vessels.

Subsequent service gave him command of USS LSM-17 5 and USS EVERBYI'I (PF- 8).
Staff positions and canmand of the USNR Training Center, Santa Ana, Califor-
nia, preceded his command of USS KAWISHIWI (AO-146). It was from this oiler
that he was assigned command of BURTON ISLAND in August 1959.

SHIPS' SCHEDULES

(See Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 1, page 3ff; No. 2, page 15)

The following changes have been made in the schedules for DEEP FREEZE 61
ship operations:

Arrive
	

Depart

USNS ALATNA (TA0G-8l)
Port Iqttelton, New Zealand

USCGC EAS3IND (WAGB-279)
Port L,yttelton, New Zealand
NAF, McMurdo Sound
Hallett Station
Port Lyttelton
NAF, McMurdo Sound
Little America
NAF McMurdo
Port L,yttelton

29 December
	

1 January

IJSS EDISTO (AGB-2)
Port Lytte1ton, New Zealand	12 December

	
17 December

(Rendezvous with TOWLE at edge of ice pack)
NAF, McMurdo Sound	26 December

	
27 January
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2 December
15 December
19 December

9 January
28 January

6 December
18 December
2 January

17 January

USS GLACIER (AGB-4)
Port 1yttleton, New Zealand	9 January

	
20 January

Thurston Peninsula	28 January
(Rendezvous with STATEN ISLAND)

USS STATEN ISLAND (AGB-5)
Port Lyttelton, New Zealand
NAF, McMurdo Sound
Ross Sea

(Oceanographic survey work)
Port Lyttelton
Thurston Peninsula

(Rendezvous with GLACIER)

USS wiHoITE (DER-397)
Ocean Station
	

16 December
Dunedin, New Zealand	19 December

(In late January or early February during RIV flights, ship will
be ordered to resume station)

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Throughout November and early December, project engineers made soundings
at Hut' Point in order to locate a solid foundation for the nuclear power plant
Construction personnel at the new Byrd Station site were busily engaged in
the initial phases of the construction of the undersnow camp.

The special teem building snow-compacted roadways at McMurdo from the
station to the airfield opened the first route on 23 November, and began plan-
ning for the second project in their program.

On 15 November the DEEP FREEZE 61 personnel assumed command when CDR J..
Brosnahan, USN, relieved CDR L. W. Bertoglio, USN, as Cianding Officer, Ant
arctic Support Activity, and Commanding Officer, Naval Air Facility, McMurdo
Sound. On 26 November, the 1961 scientific winter party arrived at the South
Pole. Two days later, the scientific leadership was assumed by Ben Harlin anc
a week later LT Philip K. Swartz, Jr., MC, USN, relieved LT Clarence C. Dtai
MC, USN, as Officer-in-Charge.

As pro-holiday activity in the States slowed under the onslaught of heav
winter storms, the pace on-the-ice quickened. Scientific parties began their
intensive field investigations; support personnel continued to stock their
shelves and ready the stations for the coming winter night; and construction
teams moved ahead on the new facilities at McMurdo and Byrd.

Ahead lay several more months of the intensive summer activity - then
the winter night.
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ANTARCTIC CHRONOLOGY 1960-61

(See Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2, page 14-15; No. 3, page 16-17)

EASTWIND departed Panama Canal Zone for Port 1ytte1ton.

EDISTO arrived Pamama Canal Zone (051234).

132-hour communication blackout between DEEP FREEZE stations
begins (121330) (ended 180001).

Commander Griffith Evans, 1r., USNR, relieved Commander Bernard
G. Fold, USN, as Commanding Officer of EDISTO (141515).

Ellsworth Highland Traverse (Dr. Charles Bentley, leader) de-
parted Byrd Station (141620).

15 November	Commander J. T. Brosnahan, USN, relieved Commander L. W. Bertoglio,
USN, as Commanding Officer, Antarctic Support Activities and Com-
manding Officer, Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound (150130).

GLACIER departed Pago Pago (151100) for Port Lyttelton (arrived
202045).

4 November

5 November

12 November

£4 November

4018 November

19 November

20 November

22 November

23 November

STATEN ISLAND arrived Portland, Australia (180300).

EASIND diverted to Ocean Station (60 0S, 170 0E) (182053) (ar-
rived 26 November).

EDISTO departed Panama Canal Zone (182152) for Port Iyttelton
(arrived 121200).

Commander, Naval Support Force, Antarctica, departed McMurdo
Sound; arrived Christchurch (191023).

WIL&OITE departed Ocean Station (200700) for Dunedin (arrived
240234).

TOWLE departed Davisville (222130) for Panama Canal Zone (arrived
29 November).

Commander, Naval Support Force, Antarctica, departed Christchurch
231104; arrived McMurdo Sound (231800).

USNS AJATNA (TA0G-81) changed operational control to Task Force
43 (232025); departed Norfolk for Panama Canal Zone (arrived
4 December).
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28 November

29 November

4 December

5 December

6 December

Snow-oc*npaoted road opened NAF, McMurdo Sound, to Williams Field.

STATEN ISLAND departed Portland (242300) for Melbourne (arrived
251100).

VX-6 R4D collapses landing gear in HorlickMoUfltaiflS.

cTG 43.1 (Captain Edwin A. McDonald, USN) established flag on
GLACIER (272100).

STATEN ISLAND departed Melbourne (272015) for Port Lyttelton
(arrived 022030).

Task Group 43.4 (Major Antero Havola, USA, in charge) activated
(271500).

CTG 43.1 on board GLACIER, departed Port Lyttelton (280230) for
McMurdo Sound (arrived 6 December).

Ben W. Harlin relieved Edwin C. Flowers, U. S. scientific leader
of Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

EASTWIND departed Ocean Station (280100) for Port Lyttelton
(arrived 020800).

WILHOITE departed Dunedin (290100) for Ocean Station (arrived
012000).

Grasshopper DELTA established at ?9°S, ].73°E.

TOWLE departed Panama Canal Zone (300100) for Port Lyttelton.

Grasshopper ECHO established at 79 °10 '5, 175 010 1W (012354).

GLACIER entered ice pack at 66°05 1 S, 179011'E.

Final USA)? C-124 arrived Christchurch (012217); mission canpleied.
Began return to CONUS at 032100.

Grasshopper FOXTROT established at Little America V (780141S9
161 0 55 1 W) (042142).

Commander, Naval Support For..., Antarctica, departed McMurdo
Sound (051059) for Christchurch (arrived 052025).

ALATNA departed Panama Canal Zone (050700) for Port Lyttelton.

LT P. K. Scwartz, Jr., MC, USN, relieved LT 0. C. Dumais as
Officer-in-Charge, Amundsen.-Soott South Pole Station (060830).

23 November

24 November

25 November

27 November

30 November

1 December

.
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